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The Saturday Café 77WABC Radio with Laura Smith presents Donna
McDine, author of A Sandy Grave
	
  
TAPPAN, NY (June, 2014) - Looking for a new book to read? Laura will help you find one to
take on your summer vacation with you, as she interviews exciting authors with new books on
the shelf on "The Saturday Cafe with Laura Smith.”
Starting the show off is author Patricia Corey who talks about her latest novel The Emissary. A
fictional story including whales, the ocean, psychics and oil. Listen as she tells us more about
this sci-fi thriller.
Zhena Muzyka discusses her new inspirational book Life by the Cup. The story of Zhena’s
journey to a meaningful life as the founder of a company that benefits health, protects the
environment and supports humanitarian efforts.
Acclaimed Aura Reader, psychic, author and speaker, Pam Oslie has a new book, Infinite You: A
Journey to Your Greater Self and Beyond, discussing energy and how it affects you.
Acclaimed children’s author Donna McDine, joins us to talk about her latest children’s book, A
Sandy Grave for children 8 years old to 12 years old.
Kate White, the former editor in chief for Cosmopolitan magazine has a new psychological
suspense thriller called, Eyes on You.
Dr. Thalma Lobel, psychiatrist extraordinaire has written a book, Sensation: The New Science of
Physical Intelligence. And she will discuss how our different senses influence our decisions.
No matter what your reading style may be there’s a book in, The Saturday Café with Laura
Smith, for everyone.
Listen to the podcast from July 5, 2014. My segment begins at 46:00 ~
http://www.stationcaster.com/player_skinned.php?s=1251&c=11051&f=3020223
Thank you for your time and interest!

About the Author: Donna McDine is a multiple award-winning children's author. She
writes and moms from her home in the historical hamlet Tappan, NY. McDine is a member
of the SCBWI and Family Reading Partnership. Learn more about McDine’s writing career
at www.donnamcdine.com and www.donna-mcdine.blogspot.com.
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